
 

 
   

                    art end passion 

d’Araprì was established in 1979 in San Severo, 
in the heart of Daunia. The birth of the firm, 
occured "almost by chance", is strictly tied to  its 
founders personal events: three jazz players 
friends with an immense passion for wine, 
inherited by their parents, who decide to 
produce sparkling wine for a bet: d’Amico 
Girolamo, Rapini Louis and Priore Ulrico 
(d’Araprì). d’Araprì is the only reality in Apulia, 
and one of the few in South Italy, to centre its 
production only on sparkling wine with the 
Classical Method. The craft character of the 
workshop type of the d’Araprì firm guarantees 
the high quality and the absolute respect of the 
champenoise tradition; each processing phase 
is followed personally by the owners. The 
constant keeping in time of a high quality 
standard and of a "d’Araprì style" make 
characteristic and easily perceivable by the 
consumer the d’Araprì firm products. Since its 
birth d’Araprì put the ambitious aim to take up 
the highest level starting to propose to the 
consumers a precise production philosophy and 
trying to conform the least possible to the 
market requests: so conceived the sparkling 
wines produced by d’Araprì infact enter ina very 
precise niche close to the luxury goods market 
that have in the image exclusivity their main 
strenght point. Buying a product of this type the 
consumer participates, even if unconsciously, to 
the tension that the firm has towards its quality 
ideal. d’Araprì is certainly not one of those 
brands that dominates the advertising pages of 
the magazines, it is a secret  that is jealously 
kept and it is revealed to the most reliable 
friends. d'Araprì produces sparkling wines of 
pregio, with the characters of modernity and the 
ancient heart, berthed to the values of the 
territory of origin, using mainly native grapes, 
carrying to the highest levels the own sparkling 
wines and their image, contributing to the 
spread of the many perfection that the places 
and the men have donated in the history of the 
Daunia. 
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INFORMATIVE CARD 
 

Firm: d’Araprì Classical Sparkling Wine      
 

Place: San Severo     
 

Prov.: Foggia  
 

ZIP: 71016 
 

Address: Via Zannotti, 30  
 

Tel./Fax: 0882-227643 
 

E-mail:  info@darapri.it 
 

Founding year: 1979 
 

Owner name: d’Araprì srl 
 
Make wine: Girolamo d’Amico 

 
Firm vine surface: 3 hectars all owned 
 
Total bottles produced each year: 50.000 
like Pas Dosè, Brut, Brut Rosé, Riserva Nobile, Gran 
Cuvée  

 
TARGET: wine cellars, upper-middle restaurant, 
consumers with elevated upgrade them of expense. 
Gifts of christmas  and of transactions. 

 
The firm makes direct selling 
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